Based on the Bethe-Salpeter equation eigenstates, we present a first-principles many-body formalism for calculating the two-photon absorption (TP A) coefficient of semiconductors. We apply this formalism to calculate the TPA spectra o f M o S 2 a n d W S 2 m o n o l a y e r s . The all-electron full-potential linearised augmented-plane wave based functions are used for solving the Bethe-Salpeter equation. The calculated spectra are in good agreement with the available experimental ones for WS 2 monolayer. The calculated TPA spectra exhibit significant excitonic effects when compared to those based on the independent particle approximation. The physical origin of TPA excitonic transitions of MoS 2 and WS 2 monolayers are revealed by tracing the sum-over-states process. We show that the spin -orbit coupling effect leads to characteristic double peaks with an interval of half spin-orbit splitting energy. These double peaks mainly originate from the transitions at the vicinity of K point.
Introduction
It has been well known that the excitonic effect must be considered to accurately understand the one-photon absorption (OPA) spectrum of materials [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The excitonic effect includes the electron-hole interaction on the calculated absorption spectrum, which goes beyond the independent particle approximation (IPA). As reported by Rohlfing and Louie [8] , with inclusion of the excitonic effect, the calculated OPA spectrum is in excellent agreement with the experimental one in terms of peak positions and strengths. We can expect that considering the excitonic effect should be also necessary to understand the two-photon absorption (TPA) spectrum of materials. The TPA spectroscopy is also an important tool to study the excited state of system. The TPA and OPA spectra generally provide the complementary information for the excited state of system because they have different selection rules. For instance, for a centrosymmetric system, oneand two-photon allowed transitions are mutually exclusive, and thus the TPA spectrum can provide the dark states that do not appear in the OPA spectrum. Similar to OPA, many simple or empirical models based on a few bands within IPA have been developed to understand the TPA of solids [10, 11] . Obviously, information provided by these models is limited for the excited state of system because these models miss the possible excitonic state of system.
In this paper, based on the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) eigenstates, we present a first-principles many-body formalism to calculate the TPA spectrum. The strategy is first to solve the self-consistent Kohn-Sham equations with the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional [12] c o m b i n e d with the all-electron full-potential linearised augmented-plane wave (FP-LAPW) method [13] , and then to solve the BSE to obtain the excited states of system, finally based on the BSE eigenstates, we use the time-dependent perturbation theory to obtain an expression for calculating the TPA coefficient. Applications are performed on two monolayer transition-metal dichalcogenides, i.e. MoS 2 and WS 2 , whose OPA spectra including the excitonic effect have been well studied [4, 5, 14, 15] .
Compared to the IPA-TPA spectra, the BSE-TPA ones exhibit s i g n i f i c a n t e x c i t o n i c e f f e c t s. For WS 2 monolayer, the BSE-TPA spectrum is in good agreement with the experimental TPA one. At the same time, we also calculate the BSE-OPA spectra of MoS 2 and WS 2 monolayers, which are in excellent agreement with the very recent experimental results [6] i n t e r m s o f p e a k p o s i t i o n s a n d l i n e s h a p e . B y t r a c i n g the sum-over-states (SOS) process of the TPA coefficients, we discuss the physical origin of the TPA states.
In Section 2, we describe a detailed theoretical strategy for calculating the TPA spectrum. In Section 3, we give the computational details, after which the physical origin of TPA of MoS 2 and WS 2 monolayers is discussed and a comparison between the theoretical and experimental TPA spectra for WS 2 monolayer is made. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 4.
Theory
We first sketch out how to obtain the optical transition rate by solving the following time-dependent 3 Schrödinger equation in the interaction picture:
, where H 0 and V(t) are the static unperturbed Hamiltonian and the time-dependent perturbation operator (describing the interaction between the light radiation and material), respectively. The V(t) in the interaction picture is defined as
, where V 0 is a static operator, ω is an applied field frequency, and η is a positive infinitesimal energy. 
, where |a 1 >, |a 2 >, …, |a n-1 > are all possible intermediate states, and the corresponding energies are E 1 , E 2 , …, E n-1 , respectively. A detailed procedure for deriving the first, second, and third-order optical transition rates (i.e., n = 1, 2, 3 in Eq.3) can be found in the textbook [3] .
Then, we consider two types of unperturbed Hamiltonians (H 0 ) to calculate the optical transition rate of a bulk system. One is one-particle Hamiltonian (H 0 1p ) within the IPA, the other is effective two-particle
Hamiltonian (H 0 2p ) based on the BSE. Within the IPA, the eigenstate and corresponding energy in Eq.3 are taken from the independent particle band structure, that is, |i> and |f> are assumed to be the occupied valence band (v) and the unoccupied conduction band (c), respectively, and E f -E i denotes the transition energy from a valence band (E v ) to a conduction band (E c ). At this time, the total first and second-order transition rates per unit volume for a bulk system can be written by
, where a factor of 2 is included for electron-spin degeneracy, Ω is the volume of unit cell, and the k-dependences of eigenstates and their energies are compressed for clarity.
The use of effective two-particle Hamiltonian (H 0 2p ) based on the BSE make the electron-hole interaction be included in the calculation of optical transition rates. The H 0 2p is defined as [7, 16] 21 00 pp e h HHH =+ (6) , where H 0 1p has the same form as one-particle Hamiltonian based on the IPA, and H eh is the electron-hole interaction term which includes the direct attraction interaction term (H eh,d ) and the exchange term (H eh,x ).
While the H 0 1p describes the independent-particle excitation, the H eh means the coupling between different independent-particle transitions (v→c). In this case, the eigenstates of H 0 2p indicate the electron-hole excited states |S> (i.e., H 0 2p |S> = E S |S>). The |S> is usually given by the linear combination of independent-particle excitations |vck> (i.e., |vk> to |ck>) as ,,
,,
Now, W T (1) and W T (2) are written by
, where |0> is the electronic ground state (initial state) and |S For the interaction between light radiation and material, we use V 0 = (e/mc)A·p at the momentum gauge,
where A is the vector potential associated with the applied light radiation and p is the momentum operator for the electron. In this case, Eqs.4 and 5 require the computation of momentum matrix between independent-particle states (e.g., <c|p|v>), and Eqs.8 and 9 require <0|p|S f > and <S m |p|S f >. As p i s a one-particle operator, we can easily compute the <0|p|S f > and <S m |p|S f > in terms of the general rule for the matrix element of one-particle operator between Slater determinants [3, 17] and the renormalization of momentum matrix elements of IPA [18] [19] [20] . For example, ,,
( )
Finally, the n-photon absorption coefficient α n is related to W n (eq.3) by
, where I is the applied light radiation intensity, which is related to A 0 by A 2 0 = 2πcI/(nω 2 ), where n is the refractive index and c is the speed of light in vacuum. Hereafter, we use the notation α and β for OPA and TPA coefficients, respectively. Crystal structures of MoS 2 and WS 2 monolayers are shown in Fig. 1 . The unit cell with D 3h symmetry was optimized by using the density functional theory within the GGA of PBE combined with the FP-LAPW method [13] , as implemented in the ELK code [21] . A k-point mesh of 10×10×1, force threshold of 2×10 -4 a.u., and stress threshold of 1×10 -5 a.u. were used for optimizations. The relaxation of the unit cell was included in optimizations. A vacuum spacing larger than 15 Å was used to ensure negligible interaction between the slabs. The optimized structures were used for the band structure calculations. We performed the band structure calculations by using the GGA-PBE combined with the all-electron FP-LAPW method [13] , as implemented in ELK code [21] . A k-point mesh of 18×18×1 was used for the band structure calculations. The spin-orbit coupling was considered. The optimized lattice parameters, electronic energy gaps, two transition energies at the K point, and the spin-orbit splitting energy are shown in table 1. The band structures and spin-orbit splitting energies are in good agreement with previous reports [5, [22] [23] [24] . For instance, the MoS 2 monolayer is a direct gap semiconductor with an electronic energy gap (E g ) at the K point, where the conduction band minimum is doubly degenerate and the valence band maximum is split due to the spin-orbit coupling. c on monolayer graphene with the STS measurement at ~5 K [27] For the optical properties, the energy band structures within the IP A were obtained by solving the self-consistent Kohn-Sham equations with the GGA-PBE functional, and the excitation states including electron-hole interaction were obtained by solving the BSE with a basis linearly expanded by the IPA states (Eq.7). The spin-orbit coupling was included in all calculations. The corresponding momentum matrix elements were also calculated by a homemade ELK interface which reads p IPA to calculate the BSE states based momentum matrix in terms of Eqs. 10 and 11. As the GGA-PBE calculation generally underestimates the band gap of solid, the scissor correction was used and the corresponding scissor value was given by the difference between the theoretical and experimental electronic energy gaps (table 1) . The experimental TPA spectrum [28] is included for comparison.
Applications

Computational method
We calculated the TPA coe ff ic i e nts pa ra lle l to t he monola ye r pl a ne ( β=β xx=yy , x, y directions defined in Fig. 1 ). Similar to the OPA calculation [4] , we make a convergence test on the k-grid for the TPA calculation.
Since the experimental TPA spectrum of WS 2 monolayer is available for comparison, we performed the test calculation on WS 2 monolayer. Figure 2 shows the k-dependence of β of WS 2 monolayer with a scissor value of 0.82 eV calculated by (2.38-1.56) (table 1). We observe a very similar distribution of absorption peaks for 18×18 and 24×24 k-grids and an agreement between the theoretical and experimental results (see a detailed analysis below). A smaller 12×12 k-grid leads to an absence of the first two-photon excitonic peak which appears in the experimental TPA spectrum [28] . Furthermore, as will be shown below, the OPA based on the 18×18 k-grid also agrees well with a very recent experimental OPA [6] in terms of peak positions and binding energy of excitonic states. It has been also suggested that the 18×18 k-grid yield the converged excitonic binding energy [4] . Thus, we will further discuss the TPA spectrum based on the excited states obtained from the 18×18 k-grid BSE calculations.
Origin of TPA of MoS 2 and WS 2 monolayers
Now, we further discuss the TPA spectrum of WS 2 monolayer. We also discuss the TPA spectrum of MoS 2 monolayer whose OPA including excitonic effect has been well studied [4, 5, 14, 15] . Based on the convergence test above, we also use the 18×18 k-grid and the scissor value (E g Exp -E g PBE ) to calculate the TPA spectrum of MoS 2 monolayer. Note that the difference in experimental conditions, such as substrate and temperature, leads to different electronic energy gaps. For consistence, we used the experimental electronic energy gaps based on the same experimental measurement [6, 25] for MoS 2 and WS 2 monolayers (i.e., 2.16 and 2.38 eV in table 1). Figure 3 shows the TPA spectra of MoS 2 and WS 2 monolayers based on the BSE and IP A calculations. We also show in Fig.3 the theoretical and experimental [6] OPA spectra to understand the TPA spectra. The experimental OPA spectra were obtained by Rigosi et al. [6] who used the optical reflectance contrast measurements at room temperature. They also reported the electronic band gap (table 1) based on the scanning tunneling spectroscopy measuement at room temperature. Note that we used this electronic band gap to make a scissor correction in the BSE calculations. As shown in Figs. 3c and 3d , our theoretical OPA are in good agreement with the experimental ones in terms of peak positions. Note that we have made a rigid shift of 0.05 and 0.10 eV for MoS 2 and WS 2 monolayers, respectively. These rigid shifts are valid because the experimental electronic band gaps used in our BSE calculations have uncertainty (table 1). And also note that the rigid shift mainly leads to the rigid shift of peak position and hardly affect the intensity of peak [29, 30] . [4] [5] [6] 9, 14, 22, 26, 28, [31] [32] [33] . Our present theoretical results are in good agreement with the theoretical [4] and experimental [6] ones.
As shown in table 2, various theoretical and experimental methods yield very close transition energies for
Fig. 3. TPA spectra of (a) MoS 2 and (b) WS 2 monolayers based on the BSE and IPA calculations.
Theoretical and experimental [6] OPA spectra of (c) MoS 2 and (d) WS 2 monolayers. [5] ; b absorption measurement [34] ; c PL measurement [35] ; d absorption measurement [36] ; e absorption measurement [37] ; f STS measurement [6] While the OPA spectra show the light exciton, the TPA spectra help us to identify the dark exciton [38] because TPA has different selection rule from OPA. To show the importance of excitonic effect in the TPA spectrum, we first consider the TPA spectrum based on the IPA calculation (IPA-TPA). As shown in Figs. 3a and 3b, the IPA-TPA spectra exhibit two distinct peaks (labeled by Q 1 and Q 2 ) near the onset of spectrum. To obtain an insight into the origin of these two peaks, we trace the SOS process and show in Fig. 4 the distribution of contributions from the k-points of the first Brillouin zone (∑ vc in Eq.5) used in the SOS calculation. We can see that the contributions mainly come from the k-points near six vertices of the first Brillouin zone such as K and K ' points (see size of points). Furthermore, the energy difference between the Q 1 and Q 2 peaks is close to half the spin-orbit splitting energy. For instance, by tracing the SOS process, we find that Q 1 and Q 2 of MoS 2 monolayer can mainly attributed to the transition from v 1 to c and from v 2 to c (Fig. 1) , respectively. At these k-points near the K point ( Fig. 1) , the spin-orbit splitting energy is 0.136 eV which is about twice the energy difference between Q 1 and Q 2 peaks (0.06 eV in table 2). Thus, the Q 1 and Q 2 peaks are associated with the spin-orbit coupling effect.
Then, we discuss the TPA spectra based on the BSE calculations (BSE-TPA). In Figs. 3a and 3b , we show the TPA spectra with the input photon energy below the OPA edge. Near the OPA edge, the TPA spectra possibly exhibit a strong OPA resonance due to the denominator of (E sħω) (Eq.9). For instance, the OPA edge of MoS 2 monolayer is located at 1.91 eV (table 2) , which leads to a strong resonant enhancement of β near 1.9 eV (Fig. 3a) . Hereafter, we focus on the input photon energy below the OPA edge to avoid the OPA resonance. As shown in Fig. 3 , there are distinct TPA excitonic peak with the input photon energy below the OPA edge. The selected characteristic peaks are labeled by P 1,2,3,4 and the corresponding photon energies are given in table 2. Likewise, to obtain an insight into the origin of these peaks, we identify the corresponding two-photon excitonic state by tracing the SOS process and show in Fig. 4 the distribution of weight (∑ vc |A S vck | 2 in Eq.7) for the k-points of the first Brillouin zone used to construct the excitonic state in Eq.7.
For the P 1 and P 2 peaks, similar to the Q 1 and Q 2 peaks, the contributions mainly come from the k-points near six vertices of the first Brillouin zone. However, compared to the Q 1 and Q 2 peaks, the P 1 and P 2 peaks have a ~0.1 eV red-shift ( Fig. 3a and table 2 ), which suggests a significant excitonic effect. At the same time, the energy difference between the P 1 and P 2 peaks is 0.06 eV , which also imply these two peaks could be associated with the spin-orbit coupling effect. To demonstrate this view, we list in table 3 the ∑ k |A S vck | 2 (a summation on the k-points of the first Brillouin zone) for each v → c transition pair used in Eq.7 for P 1, 2, 3, 4 peaks of MoS 2 monolayer. As shown in table 3, the transitions at the P 1 and P 2 peaks are dominated by the v 1 → c 2 and v 2 → c 1 transition pairs, respectively. Note that in the vicinity of the K point, c 1 and c 2 are almost degenerate. Thus, as expected, the spin-orbit coupling leads to the P 1 and P 2 peaks. As for the P 3 and P 4 peaks, the contributions are mainly from the k-points around Γ point (Fig. 4) , and the corresponding transitions are dominated by the transitions between (v 1, v 2 ) and (c 1, c 2 ) (table 3) . Similar results can be obtained for WS 2 monolayer. band (Fig.1) c the lowest conduction band (Fig.1) Finally, to obtain an in-depth understanding of electronic transitions in the absorption spectrum, we show in Fig. 4 the projected density of states of MoS 2 monolayer. We can see that the valence band edge mainly consist of the d orbital of Mo which are hybridized with the p orbital of S, and that the d orbital of Mo is mainly for the conduction band edge, in agreement with previous reports [9] . We make a comparison between theoretical and experimental OPA and TPA spectra for WS 2 monolayer. Figure 5 shows two experimental OPA and TPA spectra [28, 38] and our theoretical ones for WS 2 monolayer.
Comparison with experiment
For OPA, as mentioned above, our theoretical A and B excitonic positions with a small rigid shift agree well with other theoretical or experimental results (Figs. 3c and 3d and table 2). Overall, Figure 5 also shows good agreements between different results. Note that in Exp.2, besides the A exciton, the negatively charged trion absorption peak at 2.0 eV was also detected [38] , which is not found in Exp.1. In particular, there is an excellent agreement between the theoretical and experimental (Exp.1) spectra in terms of peak positions and line shape when a rigid shift of ~0.1 eV is made (also see Fig.3d peaks of TPA are likely assigned to the excited states of the A exciton. In our theoretical results, if we assign the P 1 peak to the excited state of the A exciton, the P 2 peak could be assigned to the excited state of the B exciton because the P 1 and P 2 peaks are associated with the spin-orbit splitting at the same k-points as the A and B excitonic peaks (see Fig.4 and Ref. [2] ). For 2.7 eV < 2ω < 3.2 eV in Fig. 5a , the alternative peaks in OPA and TPA spectra indicate the importance of TPA in probing the excitonic dark states. Based on the position of C peak in OPA, we suggest that the P 2 and P 3 peaks in Exp.1 should be matched with those in our theoretical spectrum. Note that it is difficult to make a quantitative comparison between theoretical and experimental results because experimental measurements are usually performed on samples on substrate [28, 38] . Even for experimental results, quantitative comparisons are also difficultly made owing to the difference in experimental conditions such as substrate and temperature. Thus, our theoretical OPA and TPA spectra are qualitatively well consistent with those in Exp.1.
Conclusions
We have presented a first-principles many-body formalism based on the BSE eigenstates for calculating the TPA spectrum of two-dimensional semiconductor materials. As applications, we have used this formalism to calculate the TPA spectra of MoS 2 and WS 2 monolayers. Compared to the IPA-TPA spectra, the BSE-TPA ones exhibit significant excitonic effects. By tracing the SOS process, we find that the first two BSE-TPA peaks on the onset of spectrum mainly originate from the transitions between the valance and conduction band edges at the vicinity of K point. At the higher applied photon energy, the two BSE-TPA peaks are dominated by the transitions at the k points around Γ point. For WS 2 monolayer, the calculated BSE-TPA spectrum is in good agreement with the experimental one in terms of peak positions and line shape. Our theoretical BSE-TPA spectrum of MoS 2 is an important reference for experiments due to the similarity of electronic structures of MoS 2 and WS 2 monolayer.
